HSE Manager
Tattarang is one of Australia’s largest private investment groups and is owned by the Forrest family. Our
investment portfolio spans across agri-food, energy, resources, property, hospitality, sport and
entertainment. The group is made up of six business divisions: Fiveight, Harvest Road, SFM Marine,
Squadron Energy, Wyloo Metals and Z1Z. We believe in investing for growth and pursue opportunities in
both the listed and unlisted space with a long-term investment horizon.
Minderoo Foundation is a modern philanthropic organisation. We take on tough, persistent issues with the
potential to drive massive change. We incubate ideas and accelerate impact. We push the limits of what is
believed possible. Minderoo Foundation is independent, forward thinking and seeks effective, scalable
solutions. We are proudly Australian, and one of Asia’s largest philanthropies, with AUD $2 billion
committed to a range of global initiatives. Our team comprises over 75 employees across seven locations.

About the role
Based in our iconic offices on the Swan River, this role delivers functional expertise as part of a joint team
where business and philanthropy intersect. Reporting to the COO the role is responsible for health, safety
and environmental (HSE) compliance at Tattarang and Minderoo Foundation. This will include designing
and implementing programmes for all locations in Western Australia, interstate and overseas. As the HSE
Manager you will provide HSE leadership, training, and operational support to all levels of the organization
and across all functional groups. You will be responsible for preparing regulatory agency submissions
including but not limited to EPA Tier II, SARA 313, RCRA Biennial, OSHA Logs/reports. Your role will involve
working on problems of technical and legal scope requiring critical thinking and interaction with internal
and external technical professionals along with individuals representing official agencies.

About you
To be successful in this role you will have 10+ year’s related experience in an HSE leadership role; with a
relevant Bachelor or Masters Degree. Demonstrated understanding of and ability to communicate effectively
with regulatory authorities, government officials, major customers, and senior executives within the
organization. Experience in taking on an HSE leadership role during the design and construction phases of
facilities that have complex R&D, chemistry, microbiology, manufacturing, and packaging equipment.
Of vital importance is that you will be a solutions-oriented and self-motivated individual who will possess an
abundance of positivity, initiative, and a passion for embracing our philosophy and living our values.

Next Steps
Please attach your resume and a short paragraph highlighting your relevant expertise.
Please Note: Applications close on 29/11/2020
Tattarang and Minderoo Foundation embraces Equal Opportunity and promotes diversity. We actively
encourage Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander people, men and women of all backgrounds, ages, sexual
orientation, and People with Disability to apply.

tattarang.com | minderoo.org

